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Data is driving business transformation. Turn algorithms into advantage at Strata.
into advantage at Strata.
New: Strata Business Summit—the missing MBA for data-driven business—and Findata Day, a deep dive into the disruption of finance.
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• Onsite Information
• Code of Conduct
• Attendee

Get the Free App
View the conference schedule, build your personal schedule, rate sessions, and more.

Photos
Session Comments

Amy Unruh commented on Getting started with TensorFlow
Marcin, Thanks, that's useful feedback. On deployment, if you're interested in deploying on Cloud ML Engine (https://cloud.google.com/ml-engine/), the last part of the workshop had some info on doing that (that we did not have time to cover): https://github.com/amygdala/tensorflow-workshop/tree/master/workshop_sections/mnist_sequence_on-cmle—using-fashion-mnist (We also... Read More.

Kathy Yu commented on Wednesday keynotes
@ Chalcy Yes you can watch it on the O'Reilly Facebook page

Yunsong Guo commented on How Pinterest uses machine learning to achieve ~200M monthly active users
Thanks Charles. I hope you find the presentation useful. I will send the final slide deck to the...
useful. I will send the final slide deck to the organizer and I think they would distribute it later.

Conference Video Compilation

The Strata Data Conference in New York Video Compilation, with recordings of all tutorials, keynotes and sessions (subject to speaker consent), will be available in Safari approximately 3 weeks after the conference ends.

Featured speakers
Where business is going—and how to get there first

For those who know how to turn algorithms into advantage, data delivers insight, efficiency, and business value. Strata is a unique opportunity to tap into the leading minds in technology and network
with thousands of data scientists, engineers, analysts, and business managers.

Join us in **New York September 25-28** to transform analysis into action—and shape the future of business and technology.

See the agenda

**Conference topics include:**

AI, Big data & the Cloud, Data engineering, Data-driven business, Data science, Enterprise adoption, Hadoop, Machine Learning, Real-time apps, Security, Sensors & IoT, Spark & beyond, Stream processing, Visualization & UX
New programs: Strata Business Summit covers business strategy, case studies, and executive briefings on key topics such as: AI, predictive analytics, security, and cloud strategy. For finance executives, Findata Day is a deep dive into the disruption in finance—and how to turn algorithms into advantage.

Strata Training Courses

Immerse yourself in two days of in-depth education on critical topics. Each training course takes place September 25-26 and is limited in size to maintain a high level of learning and instructor interaction.

- Cloudera big data architecture workshop (sold out)
- Real-time systems with Spark Streaming and Kafka (sold out)
- Machine learning with TensorFlow (sold out)
Apache Spark for machine learning and data science (sold out)

Register now

To help support diversity in the tech community, while Strata Data Conference registration is open, we're raising funds for Level Playing Field Institute. Learn more »

Venue

The conference will take place at the Javits Center, the busiest convention center in the US, located at the nexus of
Manhattan's resurgent, bustling West Side neighborhood.
Reserve your room.

Get the latest news and updates about Strata Data Conference.

https://conferences.oreilly.com/strata/strata-ny
Stay Connected

Watch the 2016 video compilation in Safari »

Watch 2016 keynote highlights

Watch interviews and additional coverage from 2016
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More Photos »
Visit the Strata + Hadoop World in New York 2016 website »
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